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The week that went by:
Indian Market started the new financial year on a strong note with a 40 points gap-up opening. Post the minor dip in the
morning session, Index continued to surge higher for the rest of the day; well supported by Pharma stocks. On day2,
Post the weak opening of 20-25 points. Index successfully tested its 200DMA and bounced. Nifty remained in the
narrow range for the most of the time but late buying across the board has been witnessed which helped Index to end
the in a high note. On Wednesday, Post the decent opening, Index failed to hold its higher levels and started to
shed-off its gains. Sudden sell-off was witnessed on the news of continuation of trade war between US and China. On
Thursday, Trade war fear eased out; US market recovered all its losses and ended the day with gains. Indian market
followed suite with a gap-up opening of 100 points. Index managed to hold its gains and extended its gains post the
quo status decision by MPC committee. On the last day of the week, Nifty started its day with a mild weakness and
remained range bound until the last session where wild swings on both the side has been observed. Broader Market
outperformed the Major Indices.
Nifty 50=10331.60

BSE Sensex30=33626.97

Nifty Midcap 100=19519.25

Nifty Smallcap100=8204.95

MARKET OUTLOOK
The recent bounce in the market can be a right shoulder of the Head and shoulder formation. Upside is capped around
10460. Market is likely to be volatile from the global as well as domestic front as trade war fight between china and US
is likely to continue and Q4 result season will kick off from the next week.
Nifty has immediate resistance of 10370 and 10490. On the downside 10300 & 10215 will hold as an immediate
support. Bank Nifty has resistance of 25060 whereas support is placed around 24670 & 24540.
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SECTORAL GAINERS / LOSERS
GAINER

Auto sector ended the week with the gains over 5% whereas Nifty50 ended the week with 2% gains and outperformed
the benchmark index. Major gainer from the sectors were Tata Motors(+10.23%), Motherson Sumi(+9.58%) and Bosch
(+9.53%). Other components such as Hero Motocorp, MRF, Eicher Motors, M&M and Maruti ended the week with the
gain of (+6.26%), (+5.99%), (+4.78%), (+4.28%) and (+3.74%).

With the Market sentiment being Bullish all the sectors have ended the week on a positive note.
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